A Different Dallas

Despite Dark Legacy, History of Dealey Plaza and Downtown Shine Brightly
30 Years of Stewardship
Archeological Network Celebrates
Three Decades of Preserving Texas History

By THC Archeology Division Staff

From modest beginnings with 10 participants, the Texas Archeological Stewardship Network (TASN) now boasts more than 100 members dedicated to helping the state preserve invaluable resources.

This year marks the 30th anniversary of the TASN, an innovative program comprised of highly trained and motivated avocational archeologists who work closely with THC’s staff archeologists. These individuals are essential to the THC’s mission to preserve and protect significant archeological sites that shed important light on Texas’ prehistoric and historic past.

Stewards reside in communities across the state, alert THC staff about local archeological matters, and frequently serve as intermediaries between private landowners and the THC. The TASN is the oldest and most diverse program of its kind in America.

“The idea of working with archeological volunteers wasn’t new 30 years ago, but what Bob Mallouf (then-state archeologist) conceptualized was unique—a formal network of archeological volunteers to expand the reach of THC’s archeological program,” recalls Pat Mercado-Allinger, Archeology Division director and state archeologist.

Remarkably, four of the founding members remain active participants in the program. With an estimated two thousand members currently participating in the program and agreed to abide by the TASN’s procedures (for more information, visit www.thc.state.tx.us), the TASN stewards devote thousands of hours each year to field investigations, document artifact collections, and help landowners obtain protective designations for important sites.

In 2001, Texas’ program incorporated a Marine Archeology Stewards program, and the TASN’s Archeological Steward component and is still the only state in the U.S. to have such a corps of volunteers. There are currently 108 TASN members who have accepted the invitation to participate in the program and agreed to abide by the TASN’s procedures (for more information, visit www.thc.state.tx.us).

The TASN stewards devote thousands of hours each year to a broad range of tasks, including:

• Recording new archeological sites
• Monitoring and protecting known sites
• Seeking protective designations for significant sites
• Recording private artifact collections
• Conducting emergency or “salvage” archeology on threatened sites

“The commitment of the stewards and the positive impact of the TASN received national recognition in 2010 with its designation as an official Preserve America Steward (www.preserveamericainstewardship.org).”

“We’re honored to have received this recognition from Preserve America, because it acknowledges our volunteer stewards and their firm dedication to saving these real places for the future generations of Texans,” Mercado-Allinger says. “TASN stewards are true ambassadors of Texans,” Mercado-Allinger says. “We’re honored to have received this recognition from Preserve America, because it acknowledges our volunteer stewards and their firm dedication to saving these real places for the future generations of Texans.”
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“We’re h...
The work to raise funds to reclaim the legacy of the Texas Centennial is ongoing. Visit the Friends of the Texas Historical Commission website at www.thcfriends.org to learn more about the project and how you can help. You can also visit the THC website at www.thc.state.tx.us to learn more about the Texas Centennial and the history of Official Texas Historical Markers.

In October 1936, more than 3,500 Texans of German descent witnessed Gov. James V. Allred speak and break ground in New Braunfels for a German pioneer memorial. Included in the crowd were more than 1,100 schoolchildren, who that morning dedicated Centennial markers for Dr. Frederick Lindheimer and John F. Torrey, important early residents of the town.

The San Antonio Light reported that “dancing and entertainment came after the more solemn parts of the program,” and that “after the speeches and singing, a dance was held at Landa Park. Barbecue and refreshment stands did a heavy business.” The San Antonio Express added that “Governor Allred’s address was an appeal to Texas history for better citizenship and ended with a poem dedicated to ‘Texas.’”

Two weeks later, a crowd estimated at 10,000 descended on Refugio for a German Centennial celebration, where speeches and entertainment took place. The ceremony included the reading of a poem by the Book of the Month Club, a reading by Governor Allred, and music by the German choir of the New Braunfels High School.

In 2011, TDOT’s Tyler district coordinated the restoration and relocation of Smith County’s Centennial highway marker. Originally located two miles west of downtown on State Highway 64, the marker was vandalized at some point, with the bronze seal of the Texas Highway Department removed.

The marker was eventually found at the Smith County Road and Bridge yard, with a metal insignia for that county office taking the place of the missing seal in the circular space incised in the granite. The marker was no longer visible to the public, and few people realized the age or significance of the block of pink granite locked behind a fence.

Once the marker’s identity was rediscovered, many groups met to discuss its disposition, including: the Smith County Historical Society, county commissioners, representatives from the county road and bridge department, TDOT, descendants of county namesake Generals James Smith, and members of local chapters of the Daughters of the Republic of Texas, Daughters of the American Revolution, and Daughters of 1812. After discussion of whether to move the marker to the county courthouse grounds or near its original site, all parties agreed to install a replacement bronze seal and return the marker to the highway.

The Centennial marker for Espantosa Lake, once a source of pride for Zavala County, lacks the grandeur of its original design. A rededication ceremony 75 years after the original dedication was well attended, and helped a wide spectrum of participants realize the value of heritage tourism initiatives in the county. Sam Kidd of the Smith County Historical Society credited the interested parties’ ingenuity and actual plan in getting the project done.

Christine Crosby, environmental specialist for the local TDOT office, deserves a lot of credit for her help and perseverance on this project over the past few years,” Kidd said. Crosby added that TDOT was glad to work with a fellow state agency and benefit the public at the same time.

Fundraising to help restore and repair the damaged legacy of the Centennial is a special project of the Friends of the Texas Historical Commission. Donations from individuals and foundations will allow the THC to order and install replacement bronze parts for dozens of markers and monuments across the state, as well as hire conservators for restoration work that requires professional intervention.

“The markers lost, the stories they tell are lost too,” said Sunny Howard, development specialist for the THC. “With participation from Texans today, we can pass on the inheritance of the Texas Centennial to generations yet to come.”
A Different Dallas
Despite Dark Legacy, History of Dealey Plaza, Downtown Shine Brightly

Text and photos by Andy Rhodes, The Medallion Managing Editor

Over the course of a century, a small area near the Trinity River in downtown Dallas has hosted several significant events that impacted history on a statewide and international level. Now known as Dealey Plaza, this acreage launched a major metropolis and witnessed a presidential assassination. The world knows what happened here on November 22, 1963, but the devastating events of that day cast a dark shadow over the pre-existing heritage of this site.

Thousands of years ago, Thousands of years ago, a Native American burial ground, and mammoth remains were also discovered nearby, according to the Dealey Plaza Historic District’s National Register file. The plaza area was part of the original land grant to Dallas founder John Neely Bryan in 1843, and the property is also believed to include evidence of Dallas’ first Anglo and African American settlements. A 1988 archeological dig unearthed part of Bryan’s cornfield, along with evidence that the red sandstone blocks of the nearby Old Red Courthouse were chiseled into shape near the plaza.

By the 1930s, Dallas’ population had grown to nearly 260,000 residents, resulting in considerable congestion at the intersections of railroad tracks and busy streets along the flood-prone Trinity River. The city acquired nearly three acres in this area to re-engineer the flow of transportation and create an impressive gateway for those arriving to Dallas from Fort Worth and other westward locales.

“...we’re pretty fortunate that this part of the city hasn’t been significantly altered in the past 50 years.”
—David Preziosi, Preservation Dallas

In 1935, the area was named Dealey Plaza in honor of George Dealey (1859–1946), a highly respected civic leader who emigrated from England with his family via Galveston at 11 years old. In addition to advocating for visionary city planning, Dealey was an influential owner of the Dallas Morning News, helped establish Southern Methodist University, was instrumental in founding the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, served as director of the Children’s Hospital of Texas, and was a lifetime president of the Dallas Historical Society.

“His amazing legacy lives on with the famous plaza that carries his name,” Preziosi says, adding that a statue honoring Dealey was erected in the plaza in 1949. “It’s unfortunate that his name is also associated with such a terrible tragedy, but I think most people in Dallas are aware of his tremendous positive impact on this city and its progress.”

The fate of the plaza’s most famous landmark, the Book Depository building, was uncertain during much of the 1970s. According to the National Register file, it was sold in 1970 to Nashville-based music producer Aubrey Mayhew for use as a “commercial attraction” focused on John F. Kennedy’s assassination (Mayhew ultimately defaulted on his payments). Plans were later discussed to raze the building, although the city refused to issue a demolition permit.

Dallas County purchased the building in 1977 and sealed off the sixth floor until 1989, when an independent organization opened the Sixth Floor Museum in response to Dealey Plaza visitors frequently seeking information about the Kennedy assassination. Preziosi says the plaza remains Dallas’ top heritage destination, with 2013's events related to the assassination's 50th anniversary drawing increased attention and visitation.

“Every time I’m at the plaza I notice all kinds of colors being spoken—it’s a testament to the international impact of the events that occurred here,” he says.

“For some Dallasites, it’s still a shameful place because of what happened here and how it reflects on the city. But...”

“We opened 25 years ago on President’s Day, and at that time, two-thirds of our visitors were what we called ‘rememberers.’ Now it’s flipped—only about one-third...”

Opposite: A statue of George Dealey overlooks his namesake plaza. Above: The view of Dealey Plaza from the “sniper’s perch.” Below: The plaza remains remarkably similar to its 1963 appearance.
remember where they were on that day,” Murray says. “We’re working on updated ways to tell our story. For instance, we had to make some modifications to our legacy film, since we found that some of our visitors didn’t recognize Walter Cronkite.”

At the other end of the Dealey Plaza stands “Old Red,” the 1892 Romanesque Revival courthouse that now serves as the Old Red Museum of Dallas County History & Culture (214.745.1100, www.oldred.org). From the rich red sandstone exterior to the neon-red Magnolia Petroleum sign that welcomes lobby visitors, the building—partially restored through the Texas Historical Commission’s (THC) Texas Courthouse Preservation Program—is an attention-grabber. Exhibits cover an impressive range of Dallas’ history, tracing the city’s progression from a prominent regional trading center to national powerhouse to worldwide cultural icon. Historic photos, artifacts, and displays await around each corner, telling the city’s diverse story with objects ranging from Quanah Parker’s pipe bag to Tom Landry’s football. A THC marker commemorating the county’s log-cabin pioneers stands adjacent to a replica of founder Bryan’s cabin.

Across the street is the John F. Kennedy Memorial, with stark limestone walls surrounding a black marble slab engraved with Kennedy’s name. Internationally recognized architect Philip Johnson, who designed the Fort Worth Water Gardens, described the structure as an open tomb symbolizing Kennedy’s freedom of spirit. Continuing eastward, travelers will enter the Dallas Downtown Historic District, anchored by bustling Main Street. Listed in the National Register of Historic Places, the district contains an eclectic mix of architectural styles, from late-1800s two-story commercial buildings to Classical Revival, Art Deco, and Mid-Century Modern structures. Especially intriguing are two historic hotels—the Adolphus and the Magnolia—on Commerce Street, a block east of Main Street. The Adolphus Hotel (1321 Commerce St., 214.742.8200), commissioned by beer magnate Adolphus Busch, is a 1912 architectural gem featuring faces carved on the stone exterior and an opulent lobby area with elaborate French Renaissance detailing. According to the THC’s Recorded Texas Historic Landmark medallion on the hotel’s façade, the Adolphus dominated Dallas’ skyline for years, and hosted many important social events.

Next door, the magnificent Magnolia Hotel (1401 Commerce St., 214.915.6600) is one of Dallas’ most treasured buildings. The 1922 Renaissance Revival-style structure originally housed the Magnolia Oil Company (later known as Mobil), and became a focal point of Texas’ oil industry. Pegasus, the flying red horse atop the 29-story building’s roof, has become a city icon, and its likeness is currently used as a visual brand representing the downtown historic district. Just around the corner on Main Street stands the historic Marcus department store building (1618 Main St., 214.741.6911), a popular shopping destination for more than a century. Its THC historical marker notes that many of the innovations instituted here had a profound influence on similar retail businesses throughout the country.

Located about a mile east of the historic downtown district is Dallas’ other main heritage destination: Fair Park (214.426.3400, www.fairpark.org). The 300-acre site hosted the 1936 Texas Centennial Exposition, and it is perhaps best known as the home of the State Fair of Texas each October. Fair Park’s centerpiece is the stunning Hall of State, a National Historic Landmark building featuring Texas history exhibits and tours of the remarkable Art Deco structure. Also on the grounds are the 1930 Cotton Bowl (the legendary stadium that served as the first home of the Dallas Cowboys) and several cultural attractions, including an aquarium and discovery garden. Notable is the African American Museum (214.565.9026, www.aamdallas.org), which showcases artistic, cultural, and historical materials, and features one of the largest African American folk art collections in the country. Four galleries highlight the cultural heritage of African American art and history; other features include a research library, theater, studio arts area, and classrooms.

On the northern edge of downtown is Dallas’ newest cultural site, the Perot Museum of Nature and Science (214.428.5555, www.perotmuseum.org). Ancient and pre-historic are focal points of this impressive facility, which offers five floors of educational displays and activities in 11 exhibit halls. Heritage travelers can step back in time through state-of-the-art learning kiosks and hands-on exhibits depicting the Dallas area’s natural and cultural amenities from millions of years ago to modern times.

Another new Dallas cultural destination north of downtown has strong ties to a Texas legacy. The George W. Bush Presidential Center (214.290.4300, www.bushcenter.org) is dedicated to the 43rd president’s life and presidency. Visitors interact with displays and videos, including a full-scale Oval Office replica, wide-screen theater, and exhibits related to Bush’s eight years as president.

These sites represent a sampling of the many historical attractions in downtown Dallas. For information about other heritage tourism destinations in the city and surrounding area, visit www.texaslakestrail.com. To download a copy of the THC’s Texas Lakes Trail Region travel guide, visit www.texastime travel.com.
Is preservation-based downtown revitalization worth it? Does the investment of dollars and time to historic downtown improvement provide a significant return?

These questions were at the forefront 30 years ago, when the national Main Street concept and Texas Main Street Program (TMSP) were officially launched. Although there were no definitive answers to the viability of this grand leap of faith, in retrospect, it has proven to be successful. In fact, as the years have passed, thousands of Main Street communities across the country have realized tremendous accomplishments, and many have been in Texas.

From Repainting to Rehabilitations, Upgrades Strengthen Historic Downtown Fabric

Whether through the Main Street process or independent preservation-based downtown revitalization activities, all successful efforts have included a community-wide belief in the value of historic preservation; government willing to spur and support preservation activities; and proper stewardship of properties by owners. Much of the revitalization effort is visual—from special events that bring people downtown, to quirkily cutting-edge businesses that draw shoppers into historic buildings, to building rehabilitations that turn an eyesore into a source of community pride.

“For each year, our Main Street design staff works on hundreds of projects for Texas’ 87 designated Main Street communities,” explains Terry Colley, the Texas Historical Commission’s (THC) deputy executive director. “One of their key responsibilities is assisting property owners with rehabilitations and other improvements that reflect the building’s heritage, its context, and business use.”

Colley adds that people are often surprised to learn that significant building improvements are not always expensive. While the TMSP design staff works on many high-dollar projects, they also work on improvements that cost a few hundred to a few thousand dollars.

“Preservation work does not have to cost a lot to be effective as long as sound preservation principles are applied—keeping a historic downtown vital is a constant and incremental process,” Colley says. “Changes may happen quickly, or take many years for even a small improvement. Each change, whether big or small, significantly adds to the fabric of Main Street—even something as simple and inexpensive as a new sign or window display can add vitality.”

For example, Eagle Pass’ Main Street program recently upgraded several buildings in its historic business district. A recertified Main Street community since 2010, much of Eagle Pass’ success can be traced to significant support by the municipal government to spur downtown revitalization.

“We plan to take our downtown back one store at a time.”

—Eagle Pass Main Street Manager Joe Cruz

According to Eagle Pass Main Street Manager Joe Cruz, the city and community focused their efforts on a façade restoration program. “So far, we’ve received a lot of positive feedback from the media and local residents about what these projects have created in our downtown. The benefits are visible,” Cruz said, adding that the TMSP design team has provided high-quality renderings that significantly contribute to the preservation of downtown buildings. “Not only are these restoration projects creating a better image, they’re also recreating a pride of ownership in our store owners. We plan to take our downtown back one store at a time.”

Eagle Pass resident Angelica Hesles, owner of Hesles Downtown, was proud to be the first participant in Main Street’s façade restoration program. Her company started as a dry goods store, and has developed into a combination of outdoor gear, dry goods, and a newly added ice cream and yogurt parlor. She said the restoration of her store has drawn positive attention from locals, surrounding communities, and media.

“Some people come to visit thinking it’s a new store in the downtown, and many old timers pass by and tell me about the memories they have of it when they were just children,” said Hesles, whose family has been operating from the same location since 1934. “I encourage other downtown store owners to participate in façade restoration programs so they can also experience all these benefits.”

With additional work on the property and plans for future work, she believes that if all goes well, she will pay for the building in about 10 years. Reiley adds that the restoration was a good plan financially, and it “made me feel like a proud parent—it feels good to give back to my hometown. I feel that the project is something the whole town can be proud of.”

Another example of a successful Main Street project recently occurred in Decatur, although it wasn’t clear from the outset if the building’s color would become a controversial issue. The TMSP does not dictate a specific color palette; however, it recommends individuality for buildings and supports shades of color that are compatible with the rest of the historic downtown. Bright colors can be used, but TMSP staff suggests using them for accent colors rather than the entire façade.

“Some people come to visit thinking it’s a new store in the downtown, and many old timers pass by and tell me about the memories they have of it when they were just children,” said Hesles, whose family has been operating from the same location since 1934. “I encourage other downtown store owners to participate in façade restoration programs so they can also experience all these benefits.”

To learn more about the TMSP’s services and application process, please visit www.thc.state.tx.us or call TMSP State Coordinator Debra Drescher at 512.463.5758.
Seeking Treasure
THC Business Award Honors Historic Texas Companies

By Andy Rhodes
Managing Editor, The Medallion

For those who’ve lived in a Texas community for several decades, it’s common to see storefronts change names and companies on a regular basis. Far less common is the business sign that remains in the same place for 50 or even 100 years.

The Reeves family has owned the paper since 1952. Documented as the oldest business in Franklin County, the paper began as the Optic in 1840 years ago, and merged with the competing Herald publication in 1906. In its early years, the paper was produced on what was known as a George Washington Hand Press; by the 1970s, it was converted to the offset method, using plates and a lithographic in-house printing plant.

Another recent business award recipient is the 101-year-old Livingston Telephone Company in the East Texas community of Livingston. The company, Polk County’s oldest public utility, still operates from its original historic building. The locally owned, independent telephone exchange started with 40 hand-cranked telephones in service, and operated a 24-hour switchboard on the second floor of a downtown building. By the time crestored (tar-based) utility poles were installed in 1909, the company oversaw 124 telephones. In 1959, the exchange was converted to a fully automatic dialing system.

Many Texans may be familiar with another recent Texas Treasure Business Award recipient: Mary of Puddin Hill. The Greenville-based bakery, known for its famous fruitcakes, has been in operation since 1948. The namesake Puddin Hill is a reference to the property on which the bakery sits, which has reportedly been in the family since the 1830s, when Mary Lauderdale’s great-grandfather received the acreage for his service in the Texas Revolution. The first year, Mary reportedly made 500 pounds of fruitcake from her home-based bakery.

For more information about the THC’s Texas Treasure Business Award or to download a nomination form, visit www.thc.state.tx.us. For additional details, call 512.463.6092.
Fulton Mansion Restoration Addresses Significant Preservation Issues

The 1877 Aransas Bay residence of entrepreneur George Fulton is being lovingly restored with the same attention to detail that Fulton himself put into the home he built and lived in for 18 years.

The Friends of the Texas Historical Commission, in partnership with the Friends of the Fulton Mansion, is working to raise the necessary funds to restore this magnificent structure, acquired in 2008 by the Texas Historical Commission (THC). The Friends recently received a $75,000 grant from the American Electric Power Foundation to assist with the restoration.

The $3.4 million project addresses significant preservation issues that threaten the historic landmark’s future. Accomplishments to date include replacing iron I-beam supports with new stainless steel components; injecting consolidating material into cracks in the foundation walls; and repairing windows, exterior siding, and interior finishes.

The Fulton Mansion serves as an educational resource for the students in the region and is visited by more than 25,000 people annually from around the world. For more information about the project and how to contribute, visit www.thcfriends.org.

Texas Historical Foundation Celebrates 60th Anniversary

This year marks the Texas Historical Foundation’s (THF) 60th anniversary and its enduring commitment to preserving the Lone Star State’s vast historic resources. In 1954, one year after the Texas Legislature formed the Texas State Historical Survey Commission (now the THC), the THF was founded to support common goals.

The THF and THC have been important partners for six decades. The current issue of THF’s Heritage magazine (which is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year) includes a letter from THF President David D. Martinez, stating: “Since 1954, THF has provided millions of dollars to support thousands of worthwhile historical preservation and educational projects across this great state.” He adds that many of the foundation’s supported projects are located in rural communities with limited resources.

To learn more about THF’s continuing work, its grant programs, or to join the foundation, visit www.texashistoricalfoundation.org or call 512-453-2154.

Let’s Keep in Touch Online!

Want to be informed of the most current preservation news in the Lone Star State? The THC will soon be launching a new, monthly e-newsletter and we want you to be a part of it.

By providing your email address, we will keep you updated on the latest news, activities, and programs from the THC. This information will also be shared with the Friends of the Texas Historical Commission.

To be added to this list, please email your name, home address, and email address to admin@thc.state.tx.us. Thank you!

Educate Decision-Makers

Cultivate Commitment to Preservation Through Education and Participation

By Amy Hammons

County Historical Commission Outreach Coordinator

By developing relationships with elected officials, County Historical Commissions (CHCs) cultivate leadership commitment to preservation. Texas’ Statewide Preservation Plan promotes this proactive behavior as a way to preserve and promote historic resources for the betterment of communities statewide.

CHCs throughout Texas are educating decision-makers in their regions about the importance of preservation. For example, Bee CHC provides the county commissioners court with copies of “work product,” such as their historic property inventories and historic homes calendar. CHC appointees also attend court and meet with officials to answer questions and explain details about CHC projects.

In Hood County, the CHC participated in the Texas Historical Commission’s (THC) Texas Treasure Business Award to promote businesses that have preserved employment and supported the state’s economy for at least 50 years. Awards were presented in county commissioners court, and legislators participated in the celebration.

The Matagorda CHC keeps county and local officials in the loop by providing a constant feed of information about THC activities. The THC also used the Texas Treasure Business Award to connect state legislators to preservation projects in their counties.

Other notable CHC initiatives across the state include:

- Crosby CHC identified a neglected historic cemetery and worked with the county commissioners court to plan appropriate repairs and provide manual labor for the work.

- Sabine CHC has a rotating pool of appointees who attend county commissioners court and select city council meetings to present THC work and solicit preservation project ideas. The CHC follows up by reporting on actions taken to address officials’ recommendations.

- Walker CHC has been successful in getting elected officials to attend CHC meetings. Additionally, they provide quarterly reports to elected officials documenting how THC goals are met and county money is invested.

- Wheeler CHC exists monthly with the county judge to provide planning and activity updates, which has helped secure approval and funding from the county for CHC activities.

- Wise CHC repaired and repainted the THC historical markers located on the courthouse lawn, drawing the attention of county officials to CHC efforts.

If you have not already, help decision-makers in your area understand the impact of CHC work. Make the case for continued support for preservation across the state.

Our Mission

To protect and preserve the state’s historic and prehistoric resources for the use, education, enjoyment, and economic benefit of present and future generations.
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Know your Texas history? Put your skills to the test by identifying the pictured site! The first three people who correctly identify the location will receive a prize and be named in the next issue of *The Medallion*. Send your answer to: The Medallion, P.O. Box 12276, Austin, TX 78711-2276 or email to medallion@thc.state.tx.us.

Need a clue? This now-abandoned site was once buzzing with activity and home to nearly 1,500 residents.

Answer to the photo from the last issue: The site pictured below is the central tower on the Denton County Courthouse in downtown Denton. Many readers correctly identified the site, but the first to respond were Sandra Calpakis of Houston, Tom Fraley of Galveston, Beth Rothermel of Brenham, and Mildred Jo Soward of Pleasanton. Special recognition goes to Christopher and Gabriel Jones (ages 7 and 5) of Aubrey, who also answered correctly! Thanks to all who participated. ★

www.thc.state.tx.us